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SHAREHOLDER PROPOSALS
Trinity Wall Street v. Wal-Mart
Stores, Inc.: Third Circuit Broadly
Interprets Ordinary Business
Exclusion under Rule 14a-8(i)(7)
A Third Circuit decision affirms the exclusion
of a shareholder proposal relating to the sale of
firearms under the “ordinary business exclusion” in
SEC Rule 14a-8(i)(7). While in line with SEC noaction precedent, it is the first time in decades that
a circuit court has examined this exclusion.

Background
In December 2013, Trinity, one of Manhattan’s
oldest churches and a shareholder of Wal-Mart,
submitted a shareholder proposal under Rule
14a-8 of the Securities and Exchange Act of
1934 for inclusion in Wal-Mart’s 2014 proxy
materials in connection with Wal-Mart’s 2014
annual meeting.
Trinity’s proposal requested that Wal-Mart’s
Board amend its Compensation, Nominating and
Governance Committee charter to provide that
the committee would:

By Keir Gumbs, Ciarra Chavarria,
and Reid Hooper
On July 6, 2015, the U.S. Court of Appeals
for the Third Circuit (Third Circuit) released
its opinion in Trinity Wall Street v. Wal-Mart
Stores, Inc. (Trinity v. Wal-Mart).1 In that decision, the court ruled that Wal-Mart Stores, Inc.
(Wal-Mart) could rely on the so-called “ordinary business exclusion” to exclude from its
proxy materials a shareholder proposal relating to the sale of firearms with high-capacity
magazines that was submitted by Trinity Wall
Street (Trinity). While this decision was in line
with decades of no-action letters issued by the
Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC), it
is the first time that a federal circuit court has
examined the application of the ordinary business exclusion in several decades. In addition,
the decision could have significant implications
for the SEC’s administration of the rule going
forward—especially if the SEC decides to revisit
the rules as suggested by the court.

Keir Gumbs is a partner, and Ciarra Chavarria and Reid
Hooper are associates, at Covington & Burling, LLP in
Washington, DC.
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overs[ee] … the formulation and implementation of … policies and standards
that determine whether or not [Wal-Mart]
should sell a product that: 1) especially
endangers public safety and well-being; 2)
has the substantial potential to impair the
reputation of [Wal-Mart]; and/or 3) would
reasonably be considered by many offensive
to the family and community values integral
to [Wal-Mart’s] promotion of its brand.
Based on this language, Wal-Mart submitted a
no-action request to the SEC, seeking to exclude
the proposal under Rule 14a-8(i)(7). Under this
rule, a company may exclude a shareholder proposal from its proxy materials if the proposal
“deals with a matter relating to the company’s
ordinary business operations.”2 This exclusion is
based on the principle that shareholders should
not manage (or micromanage) a company’s dayto-day operations. It bears noting that the SEC
has developed an exception to this basis for exclusion, pursuant to which shareholder proposals
that raise significant social policy issues may not
be excluded.3 The line between ordinary business
operations and social policy matters has been difficult to define, and the courts, and the SEC, have

2

struggled with the treatment of social policy issues
for decades. It is often the case that seemingly similar proposals yield opposite responses by the SEC.
Wal-Mart’s request for no-action relief was
based on a large body of no-action letters issued
by the SEC in which the SEC took the position
that shareholder proposals relating to choices
that companies, especially retailers, must make
concerning the sale of products, such as pricing,
advertisement, packaging, design, and product
content, relate to ordinary business matters.4 In
fact, as noted in the amicus brief submitted by
the American Petroleum Institute, the Business
Roundtable and the Chamber of Commerce, the
SEC has issued more than 150 no-action letters in
which the SEC has taken the position that shareholder proposals that seek to influence a retailer’s
selection of products and services to sell are excludable as relating to ordinary business matters.5
Wal-Mart’s request also was predicated on the
SEC’s historical approach to shareholder proposals seeking board or committee action. Since 1983,
the SEC has taken the position that a company
may exclude from its proxy materials any shareholder proposal that seeks action by its board
(such as preparing a report or forming a special
committee) so long as “the subject matter of the
special report or the committee involves a matter of ordinary business.” Under that approach,
the SEC ignores whether a proposal seeks board
or committee action and focuses on whether the
underlying subject matter of the proposal relates
to ordinary business matters. In this regard, the
SEC consistently has held that proposals that
seek board or board committee review of a company’s selection of goods to sell fall within the
ordinary business exclusion.6
Based on these longstanding bodies of no-action
letters, in March 2014, the SEC granted Wal-Mart
no-action relief, concurring in Wal-Mart’s view
that the proposal related to Wal-Mart’s ordinary
business decisions, i.e., the sale of a particular
product.7

3

The District Court Opinion
Two weeks after the SEC issued a no-action
letter to Wal-Mart, Trinity filed suit against
Wal-Mart in federal court seeking a preliminary
and permanent injunction to prevent Wal-Mart
from soliciting proxies for its annual meeting with
proxy materials that omitted Trinity’s shareholder
proposal. At the initial hearing, the District
Court denied Trinity’s request for a preliminary
injunction.8 However, months later when Wal-Mart
moved to dismiss the case, the District Court, having had more time to consider the merits of the
case, reversed its initial decision and concluded
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that Wal-Mart could not exclude Trinity’s proposal from its proxy materials in reliance on
the ordinary business exclusion.9 In so ruling,
the District Court found that Trinity’s proposal
“focuse[d] on sufficiently significant social policy
issues” that transcended the ordinary business
matters to which the proposal related.

opinion had the potential to create an exception
to the ordinary business exclusion that would have
allowed a shareholder to avoid exclusion by simply
framing a proposal as a request for board or committee action on a topic. It also would have opened
the door to shareholder proposals seeking to dictate the products sold by retailers.

The District Court held that Wal-Mart could
not exclude the proposal under Rule 14a-8(i)(7)
because the proposal focused on board oversight
of merchandising decisions as opposed to giving a
directive to Wal-Mart’s management with respect
to the products that Wal-Mart should sell. While
the District Court acknowledged that the proposal
“could (and almost certainly would) shape what
products are sold by Wal-Mart,” it noted that the
direct impact of the proposal would be felt at the
Board level and that it would be up to the Board to
determine what, if any, policies should be formulated and implemented as a result of the proposal.

The Third Circuit Opinion

The District Court’s decision
could have had signifi cant
implications for the ordinary
business exclusion.
The District Court also concluded that the
proposal implicated a significant policy issue that
transcended Wal-Mart’s ordinary business operations and for that reason could not be excluded
under the ordinary business exclusion. The significant policy issue identified by the District
Court’s was “the social and community effects
of sales of high capacity firearms at the world’s
largest retailer and the impact this could have
on Wal-Mart’s reputation, particularly if such a
product sold at Wal-Mart is misused and people
are injured or killed as a result.”
The District Court’s decision could have had
significant implications for the ordinary business
exclusion. By focusing on the mechanism by which
the proposal operated, and not just the underlying substance of the proposal, the District Court
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On appeal, the Third Circuit overturned the
District Court’s ruling and concluded that WalMart could exclude Trinity’s proposal from its
proxy materials in reliance on Rule 14a-8(i)(7).10
In coming to this conclusion, the Third Circuit
focused on the proposal’s substance—the proposal’s attempt to influence the products that
Wal-Mart sells, rather than its form—a request
for corporate governance reform. The Third
Circuit applied the SEC’s traditional approach
to analyzing whether a proposal can be excluded
under the ordinary business exclusion, focusing
on whether the proposal implicated Wal-Mart’s
ordinary business operations and whether the
proposal raised a significant social policy issue.11

Whether the Proposal Implicated Wal-Mart’s
Ordinary Business Operations
In considering whether the proposal dealt
with ordinary business matters, the Third Circuit
focused on the ultimate subject matter of the proposal and then evaluated whether that subject
matter was related to Wal-Mart’s ordinary business operations.
With respect to the ultimate subject matter of
the proposal, the Third Circuit looked at the “ultimate consequence” resulting from the proposal
rather than its immediate consequence, finding
that the “subject matter” or “ultimate consequence” of the proposal related to “how WalMart approaches merchandising decisions …”,12
essentially, the sale of its products. In reaching this
conclusion, the Third Circuit rejected the District
Court’s approach, which would have treated a

4

proposal directing management as to certain products differently from a proposal that “merely” asks
the board of directors to oversee the development
and effectuation of a merchandising policy.

The Third Circuit concluded
that the proposal did not
transcend the company’s
day-to-day business matters.
The Third Circuit also evaluated whether the
subject matter of the proposal was related to
Wal-Mart’s ordinary business operations. The
Third Circuit concluded that the proposal related
to Wal-Mart’s ordinary business operations on
the basis that a retailer’s decisions regarding what
products to sell is “the bread and butter of its business” and involves “operational judgments that
are ordinary-course matters.”13 The Third Circuit,
responding to Trinity’s argument that its proposal
did not dictate which products should be sold or
what policies should be implemented, clarified that
a shareholder proposal need only relate to a company’s ordinary business, not dictate a particular
outcome, to come within the exclusion.

Whether the Proposal Raised a Significant
Social Policy Issue
Having determined that Trinity’s proposal
related to Wal-Mart’s ordinary business operations, the Third Circuit considered whether the
“proposal’s underlying subject matter transcends
the day-to-day business matters of the company
and raises policy issues so significant that it would
be appropriate for a shareholder vote.”

a company approaches the nitty-gritty of its core
business.”14 Further, it noted that a proposal likely
does not “transcend” day-to-day business matters
if the subject matter of a proposal “targets dayto-day decision-making” or is “enmeshed with
[the company’s] day-to-day business.”
The Third Circuit took the position that determining the appropriate product mix for retailers
of multiple products such as Wal-Mart is “the
meat of management’s responsibility” and an
issue typically addressed by management rather
than the board of directors.15 The court drew a
contrast between such a decision when made
by a retailer like Wal-Mart and the decision to
stop selling a particular product by a company
that is a manufacturer of a narrow line of products, which is more likely to transcend ordinary
business matters. Because Wal-Mart is a major
retailer and Trinity’s proposal addressed how
Wal-Mart approaches its decisions regarding the
sales of certain products, the Third Circuit concluded that the proposal did not transcend the
company’s day-to-day business matters. To do
so, the Third Circuit said, the proposal would
have needed to “target something more than the
choosing of one among tens of thousands of
products [Wal-Mart] sells.”16 Consequently, the
Third Circuit held that Wal-Mart could exclude
the proposal from the company’s proxy materials
under Rule 14a-8(i)(7).17

Implications of the Third Circuit Opinion

Here, the Third Circuit concluded that
Trinity’s proposal focused on significant policy
issues, but concluded that such matters did not
transcend the ordinary business matters to which
the proposal related. In reaching this conclusion,
the Third Circuit interpreted the concept of transcendence as being “disengaged from the essence”
of the company’s business or “divorced from how

The Wal-Mart decision is as important for what
the court did not do as it is for what it did. Had
the District Court’s decision prevailed, the potential implications would have been far-reaching,
as it would have potentially opened the door to
many shareholder proposals that the SEC has
long taken the view could be excluded in reliance
on Rule 14a-8(i)(7). Such proposals could have
been formulated as requests for board or committee action in order to avoid exclusion under Rule
14a-8(i)(7). Instead of endorsing this approach,
however, the Third Circuit focused on the subject

5
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of the proposal, adopting a position that is consistent with the SEC’s longstanding approach to
shareholder proposals that seek board or committee action. In addition, the court’s decision
gives judicial support to the distinction that the
SEC consistently has drawn between retailers and
manufacturers of controversial products.18

3.

SEC Staff Legal Bulletin No. 14E, 2009 (Oct. 27, 2009). If “a

proposal’s underlying subject matter transcends the day-to-day business
matters of the company and raises policy issues so significant that it
would be appropriate for a shareholder vote, the proposal generally will
not be excludable under Rule 14a-8(i)(7).”
4.

See e.g., Dominion Resources, Inc., SEC No-Action Letter

(February 19, 2014) (proposal relating to the sale of renewable energy
products and services, excludable as relating to ordinary business

Conclusion

matters); DENTSPLY International Inc., SEC No-Action Letter

The Wal-Mart decision will have long-term
implications for shareholder proposals. As noted
above, the SEC’s approach to retailers and manufacturers is now the law as opposed to just an
agency interpretation, while its approach to proposals that seek board or committee action now
also has stronger legal standing. This, however, is
not likely the only lasting impact of the decision.

5.

(March 21, 2013) (phasing out mercury from products).
See Brief for the American Petroleum Institute, the Business

Roundtable, and the Chamber of Commerce of the United States
of America as Amici Curiae Supporting Appellants, Trinity Wall
St. v. Wal-Mart Stores, Inc., No. 14-4764 (3d Cir. July 6, 2015).
6.

See, e.g., Rite Aid Corp., SEC No-Action Letter (Mar. 5, 1997)

(proposal requesting that the board adopt a policy to stop selling cigarettes unless management can demonstrate that its stores are able to fully
implement FDA regulations restricting youth access to tobacco excludable as relating to the sale of a particular product).

The Court suggested
that the SEC issue fresh
interpretive guidance.

7.

generally excludable under the [ordinary business exclusion].” Wal-Mart
Stores Inc., SEC No-Action Letter (Mar. 20, 2014).
8.

Despite the fact that the Third Circuit’s decision
followed the well-established SEC staff precedent,
the Third Circuit did not let the SEC off the hook.
In the final paragraph of its opinion, the Third
Circuit noted the difficulties of coming to a determination in a case like this where agencies like the
SEC “have hard-to-define exclusions to their rules
and exceptions to those exclusions.”19 Noting
that the last official guidance from the SEC on
this topic was nearly twenty years ago, the Court
suggested that the SEC “revis[e] its regulation of
proxy contests and issue fresh interpretive guidance.”20 While there is no telling whether these
recommended revisions might happen, given the
prominence of the case and the timeliness of the
issue, we expect the SEC to take note.

In its no-action letter to Wal-Mart, the SEC staff stated that

“[p]roposals concerning the sale of particular products and services are

Trinity Wall St. v. Wal-Mart Stores, Inc., C.A. No. 14-405-LPS

(D. Del. Nov. 26, 2014).
9.

Id.

10. Trinity Wall St. v. Wal-Mart Stores, Inc., No. 14-4764 (3d Cir.
July 6, 2015).
11. Securities Exchange Act Release No. 40018 (“Amendments to Rules
on Shareholder Proposals”), May 21, 1998 (the “1998 Release”). This
approach is described in the 1998 Release as follows:

The policy underlying the ordinary business exclusion rests on
two central considerations. The first relates to the subject matter
of the proposal. Certain tasks are so fundamental to management’s ability to run a company on a day-to-day basis that they
could not, as a practical matter, be subject to direct shareholder
oversight. Examples include the management of the workforce,
such as the hiring, promotion, and termination of employees,
decisions on production quality and quantity, and the retention of suppliers. However, proposals relating to such matters

Notes

but focusing on sufficiently significant social policy issues (e.g.,

1.

sidered to be excludable, because the proposals would tran-

significant discrimination matters) generally would not be con-

Trinity Wall St. v. Wal-Mart Stores, Inc., No. 14-4764 (3d Cir.

July 6, 2015).

scend the day-to-day business matters and raise policy issues so

2.

significant that it would be appropriate for a shareholder vote.

17 C.F.R. § 240.14a-8(i)(7).
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The second consideration relates to the degree to which the proposal

social policy issue exception, and as a result, the Third Circuit need not

seeks to “micro-manage” the company by probing too deeply into mat-

have even reviewed the issue of whether it transcended the ordinary busi-

ters of a complex nature upon which shareholders, as a group, would

ness operations. By performing such review and then concluding that the

not be in a position to make an informed judgment. This consideration

issue in this case did not transcend Wal-Mart’s ordinary business, Judge

may come into play in a number of circumstances, such as where the

Schwartz opined, the majority “practically gives companies carte blanche

proposal involves intricate detail, or seeks to impose specific time-frames

to exclude any proposal raising social policy issues that are directly related

or methods for implementing complex policies.

to core business operations,” which, she continued “undermines the prin-

12. Trinity Wall St. v. Wal-Mart Stores, Inc., No. 14-4764 at 42.

ciple of fair corporate suffrage …” See Trinity Wall St. v. Wal-Mart Stores,

13. Id. at 45-46.

Inc., No. 14-4764 (concurring opinion).

14. Id. at 50.

18. See, e.g., Philip Morris Companies Inc., SEC No-Action Letter

15. Id. at 51.

(Mar. 14, 1990) (proposal seeking an amendment to the company’s

16. Id. at 59.

charter to prohibit the company from engaging in the tobacco business);

17. Id. at 60. It is worth noting that while the court’s decision was in

R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Holdings, Inc., SEC No-Action Letter (Mar. 7,

line with SEC staff precedent, its analysis of whether the proposal “tran-

2002) (proposal regarding packaging of tobacco); Rite Aid Corporation,

scended” Wal-Mart’s ordinary business operations may have opened up

SEC No-Action Letter (Mar. 26, 2009) (proposal requesting that the

the door to a reading of the exclusion that is broader than that of the

board issue a report to shareholders on how the company is respond-

SEC staff. In her concurring opinion, Judge Patty Schwartz opined that

ing to rising regulatory, competitive and public pressures to halt sales

the majority’s analysis could potentially allow companies to exclude many

of tobacco products); Walgreen Co., SEC No-Action Letter (Sept. 29,

proposals for actions over which shareholders should have a say. In Judge

1997) (proposal requesting that the company discontinue the sale of

Schwartz’ view, the entire proposal should have been excludable based on

tobacco and tobacco-related products).

the fact that two of the three components of Trinity’s proposal (reputa-

19. Id.

tional harm and brand impact) did not meet the criteria for the significant

20. Id. at 60.
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SECURITIES ENFORCEMENT
SEC Enforcement Midway
Through 2015
While the number of SEC enforcement actions
involving public company financial reporting
continued to rise slowly in the first half of 2015, the
most notable changes at the agency continued to
be the sharpening of tools within the SEC’s
arsenal, including increased reliance on corporate
whistleblowers and the use of streamlined administrative proceedings in litigated cases.

By Marc J. Fagel
Midway through the 2015 calendar year, the
SEC enforcement program has often been finding itself garnering more public attention for the
manner in which it sources, litigates, and resolves
cases than for the cases themselves. The Division of
Enforcement’s increased reliance on administrative
proceedings rather than federal court actions for
contested enforcement actions, a topic of discussion
throughout the current administration, became, if
anything, even more contentious in recent months.
Litigants filed a number of constitutional challenges
to the SEC’s administrative process, and while, as in
the past, most were unsuccessful, one federal court
stepped in and blocked an administrative proceeding in its tracks.
Similarly, the SEC’s reliance on paid whistleblowers in the wake of Dodd-Frank has continued
to pick up steam. Most notably, the SEC filed a

Marc J. Fagel is a partner in the San Francisco, CA, office
of Gibson, Dunn & Crutcher LLP, and a former Regional
Director of the SEC’s San Francisco Regional Office.
Additional authors of this article are Gibson, Dunn &
Crutcher associates Mia Lee, Amy Mayer, Lesley Pak, and
Jonathan Seibald.
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high profile action penalizing a public company
for the use of employee confidentiality agreements which, in the eyes of the SEC, could have
deterred potential whistleblowers from coming
forward.
In terms of the SEC’s enforcement case mix,
after switching gears in 2013 and pledging to bring
more attention to public company reporting, the
number of financial reporting cases remains relatively small, though a few significant cases were
filed in recent months.

Significant Developments
Use of Administrative Proceedings
Continues to Stoke Controversy
The controversy over the SEC’s growing use of
administrative proceedings (APs) as an alternative to federal court actions continued unabated
in the first half of 2015.1 Several respondents
in SEC APs have filed civil injunctive actions
seeking to block the proceedings, raising a number of constitutional and fairness challenges.
Most of these efforts have proved unsuccessful;
some courts have found they lacked jurisdiction
to interfere in an ongoing SEC AP, requiring
that any constitutional questions be addressed
within the confines of the AP itself,2 while other
courts have rejected the constitutional claims on
the merits.3
However, bucking this trend, an Atlanta court
in June enjoined an ongoing SEC AP. In Hill v.
SEC, an individual alleged by the SEC to have
engaged in insider trading filed a lawsuit in the
Northern District of Georgia challenging as
unconstitutional the SEC’s decision to bring its
case against him in an AP. The court held that
the individual had shown a likelihood of success

8

on the merits and temporarily enjoined the AP
because the SEC administrative law judge (ALJ)
hearing his case was an “inferior officer” improperly appointed in violation of the Appointments
Clause of the Constitution.4 Although this decision constituted a defeat for the SEC, its long-term
impact on the SEC’s use of APs is questionable,
as the court in Hill rejected a number of more
fundamental constitutional challenges to the
SEC’s use of APs and acknowledged that its
Appointments Clause holding “may seem unduly
technical, as the ALJ’s appointment could easily
be cured by having the SEC Commissioners issue
an appointment or preside over the matter themselves.” The SEC has since filed a motion to stay
the district court injunction pending an appeal.

Recent reports questioning
the impartiality of SEC
ALJs have further inflamed
the controversy.

alleged by the former ALJ in the Wall Street
Journal article.6 On June 9, the ALJ responded in
a single-sentence email, “I respectfully decline to
submit the affidavit requested.”7
Perhaps in response to some of the public discussions surrounding the agency’s use of
APs, the Division of Enforcement released written guidance in May addressing the factors considered in determining whether an action will
be brought in an AP or in federal court. The
four factors that the SEC stated that it considers are: (1) the availability of the desired claims,
legal theories, and forms of relief in each forum;
(2) whether any charged party is a registered entity
or an individual associated with a registered entity;
(3) the cost-, resource-, and time-effectiveness
of litigation in each forum; and (4) the fair, consistent, and effective resolution of securities law
issues and matters.8 While the guidance represents
an important first step in introducing some degree
of transparency into the forum selection process,
it does not go very far in addressing many of the
fairness and other key concerns associated with
the SEC’s growing use of APs, and is therefore
unlikely to dampen the continued controversy
surrounding this issue.

Recent reports questioning the impartiality of SEC ALJs have further inflamed the
controversy. A May 6 Wall Street Journal article
discussing the SEC’s high success rate in APs
quoted a former SEC ALJ as saying that the
SEC’s Chief ALJ had “questioned my loyalty
to the SEC” after finding too often in favor of
defendants.5 According to the former ALJ, the
SEC ALJs were expected to put “the burden [ ]
on the people who were accused to show that
they didn’t do what the agency said they did.”
The article noted that one current SEC ALJ had
held defendants liable on at least some charges in
every case that had come before him. Notably, an
investment adviser who recently lost a litigated
AP before that ALJ appealed his decision, arguing in part that the SEC’s administrative forum
lacked impartiality. While the SEC did not grant
the respondent’s request to depose the ALJ, the
agency “invited” the ALJ to “submit an affidavit
addressing whether he has had any communications or experienced any pressure similar to that”

On March 2, the SEC announced the first
whistleblower award to a company officer.9

9
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Whistleblowers
The SEC’s whistleblower program continued
to grow in prominence in the first half of the
year. While no recent awards have approached
the massive $30 million award to a single claimant announced in late 2014, there have been many
“firsts” in the realm of whistleblower claims—the
first award to an officer where compliance personnel learned of a fraud and failed to act; the first
award to a whistleblower alleged to have been
retaliated against for making a complaint; and
the first enforcement action against a company
for language in its confidentiality agreements that
could impede the whistleblowing process.

Typically, officers and directors are ineligible to
receive a whistleblower award where they obtain
information about potential misconduct through
the report of another employee. However, the
whistleblower here was able to collect between
$475,000 and $575,000 because of an exception
to the rule that permits an officer who reports a
wrongdoing to the SEC to recover where at least
120 days have passed since compliance personnel
learned of the allegations and failed to take steps
to address them.
The following month, a compliance officer
received over $1.4 million in connection with
whistleblowing that resulted in an enforcement
action against the compliance officer’s company.10
The SEC announcement did not provide details
on the nature of the enforcement action resulting from the tip. This is the second whistleblower
award the SEC has made, since the 2011 launch
of the whistleblower program, to an employee
with either compliance or audit responsibilities.

The SEC announced
its first award to a
whistleblower who
experienced retaliation.
Also in April, the SEC announced its first
award to a whistleblower who experienced retaliation.11 Upon learning that the whistleblower had
reported potential misconduct to the SEC, the
company was alleged to have retaliated against the
whistleblower in various ways, such as removing
the whistleblower from their position, changing
the whistleblower’s job function, and paring
down the whistleblower’s job responsibilities.
These recent awards bring the number of
whistleblowers who have received awards to 17,
with payouts exceeding $50 million.
One of the more noteworthy SEC actions so
far this year was an enforcement action filed in
April against a company for its use of restrictive
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language in its confidentiality agreements.12
According to the SEC, in the midst of an internal investigation, the company required witnesses
to sign agreements that they would not discuss
the subject matter of their interview with anyone
without prior authorization of the company’s legal
department. This “pre-notification requirement”
was found by the Commission to be a violation of Rule 21F-17, promulgated under DoddFrank, which prohibits any actions to impede
whistleblowers from communicating with the
SEC about potential securities law violations.
Notably, the SEC expressly noted that there
were no instances in which the agreements had
been invoked to prevent whistleblowers from
coming forward; nonetheless, the company
(which had already modified its agreements)
agreed to settle the charges, without admitting
or denying wrongdoing, by paying a $130,000
penalty.13
Public reports suggest that the SEC has since
broadened its review of company confidentiality
agreements, sending letters to numerous entities
seeking copies of employment contracts, nondisclosure agreements, and similar documents.
The initiative has led many public companies and
financial institutions to review their own agreements, while precipitating some industry concern
that the SEC’s actions represent an overly broad
interpretation of the Dodd-Frank whistleblower
provisions and constitute regulation through
enforcement.14 While SEC Chair Mary Jo White
has pushed back on such criticism by stating that
the SEC’s actions are not a wholesale attack on
the use of confidentiality agreements,15 significant
concern remains about the scope of the SEC’s
ongoing review of such documents.

Corporate Waivers
The issue of waivers for large financial institutions which would otherwise be subject to
regulatory disqualifications based on settlements
with the government grew increasingly heated
in the first half of 2015. Under various federal

10

securities laws, companies charged by the SEC,
the Department of Justice, or other regulators
may be automatically precluded from availing
themselves of certain exemptions from regulatory requirements. For example, under the “bad
actor” rule, parties to SEC enforcement actions
may be denied exemptions from registering private securities offerings; similarly, public companies could lose their “well-known seasoned
issuer” (WKSI) designation, which permits
them to bypass SEC approval for various capitalraising activities. Waivers of these regulatory
bars, historically viewed as somewhat routine,
have become tremendously divisive among the
Commissioners.

law violations after ostensibly being informed by
the SEC staff that such a waiver would not be
approved.18

In February, Commissioners Luis Aguilar
and Kara Stein issued a joint statement expressing their disagreement with the SEC’s decision
to grant Oppenheimer & Co. a waiver from the
bad actor rule following the firm’s settlement of
an SEC proceeding relating to improper sales of
penny stocks.16 In their dissent, Commissioners
Aguilar and Stein noted that the firm had faced
repeated regulatory action since 2005 and the
grant of a waiver based on its promise to hire an
independent compliance consultant, which the
SEC’s order did not require, was “a dangerous
precedent.”

On May 12, the SEC announced fraud
charges against ITT Educational Services Inc.,
as well as its CEO and CFO, alleging that they
concealed from investors and auditors the poor
performance of ITT’s student loan programs and
resulting repayment obligations amounting to
hundreds of millions of dollars.19 The defendants
are litigating the matter in federal court.

A few months later, Commissioner Stein
wrote a sharply worded dissent in response to the
agency’s grant of various regulatory waivers to
multiple banks who settled with the Department
of Justice in the wake of an investigation into the
alleged manipulation of exchange rates in the
global foreign currency spot market.17 She highlighted the number of waivers the banks had been
granted over the past nine years, stating: “This
type of recidivism and repeated criminal misconduct should lead to revocations of prior waivers,
not the granting of a whole new set of waivers.”
Meanwhile, it has been reported that one financial institution withdrew its request for a waiver it
had sought following a settlement relating to tax
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Public Company Reporting and
Accounting Actions
Financial Fraud and Internal Controls Cases
Two years after the Enforcement Division’s
public roll-out of its Financial Fraud Task Force,
the number of public company accounting fraud
cases remains relatively low, but does appear to
be climbing.

In June, the SEC settled charges against
Computer Sciences Corp. for allegedly concealing
the impact of losses on a multi-billion dollar contract by inappropriately adjusting its accounting
models.20 The SEC also alleged that the company
had engaged in earnings management by using
“cookie jar” reserves and failing to appropriately
record expenses. Without admitting or denying
the allegations, the company agreed to pay a $190
million penalty. Its former CEO agreed to a clawback of $3.7 million in compensation, and the
former CFO agreed to a clawback of $369,100 in
compensation and a $175,000 penalty. Six other
individuals were charged as well, with three settling and three opting to litigate.
In April, the SEC brought charges against the
former controller of the Japanese subsidiary of
a Chicago electronics manufacturer, alleging that
he engaged in unauthorized equity trading using
the company’s brokerage accounts that resulted
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in losses of over $110 million.21 In a scheme that
spanned almost two decades, the individual is
alleged to have concealed massive trading losses
by taking out unauthorized and undisclosed
loans, while using the proceeds to replenish
account balances. The trader entered into a settlement agreement with the SEC in which he admitted wrongdoing and was permanently barred
from serving as an officer or director of a publicly
traded company. The SEC also instituted settled
administrative proceedings against the company
for its inadequate internal controls.
The SEC also filed a number of smaller
accounting and disclosure cases. On February 5,
the SEC settled charges against Chicago-based
Broadwind Energy, its former CEO, and its CFO
for several improper revenue recognition practices
and inadequate disclosures, including the delayed
recording of a $58 million impairment resulting
from reduced business from two key customers.22 During the delay, the company conducted
a public offering of stock; after the impairment
was recorded, the company’s stock price fell by
29 percent. The company agreed to pay a $1 million penalty, and the two executives paid a total
of $700,000 in disgorgement and penalties.
In March, the SEC filed a settled proceeding
against the former VP of Finance of a specialty
food distributor, alleging that he had improperly adjusted accounting entries for inventory
amounts in order to increase reported profit margins to be consistent with historical margins.23
The same month, the SEC filed a litigated action
against a Chinese construction company and two
of its officers, alleging that they failed to disclose
the resignation of the company’s CFO, and forged
his signature in various filings.24 And on April 1,
the SEC filed a settled action against the CEO of
a North Carolina telecommunications company
for fraudulently inflating the company’s revenues
and earnings to command a higher purchase
price in an acquisition.25 The executive agreed to
be barred from serving as a public company officer or director for 10 years.
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Executive Perks and Compensation
In the early months of 2015, the SEC addressed
several instances of alleged misappropriation and
fraudulent concealment by corporate officers.
One of the more attention-grabbing cases was
the SEC’s March action against the former CEO
of technology firm Polycom Inc., alleging that he
used nearly $200,000 of corporate funds for undisclosed perks, including extensive travel, entertainment, meals and gifts.26 In addition to the litigated
case against the executive, the SEC brought a
settled action against the company, alleging that it
had failed to maintain sufficient internal controls
over its expenses. Polycom agreed to pay $750,000
to settle the charges, without admitting or denying
the SEC’s findings.
In February, the SEC brought a settled action
against a biotechnology company and its CEO,
alleging that the CEO issued millions of shares
of the company’s stock to accounts he secretly
controlled, netting over $600,000 for himself and
his family, and falsely recorded the sales in the
company’s accounting records.27

The SEC brought another
of its periodic stand-alone
clawback cases.
Finally, on the remedies front, the SEC brought
another of its periodic stand-alone clawback
cases, demanding the return of compensation
from corporate executives even in the absence
of charges of wrongdoing by the individuals.
In February, the SEC announced a settlement
with two former CFOs of Saba Software, a company charged in 2014 with accounting fraud. In
the follow-up action, the two financial officers
agreed to return bonuses and stock sale profits
even though neither had been personally accused
of misconduct by the SEC.28 In related news,
the SEC inched forward in its rulemaking under
Dodd-Frank requiring the agency to craft regulations regarding clawbacks of incentive-based
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compensation. Under the proposed rule, national
securities exchanges and associations would be
required to establish listing standards mandating
companies adopt clawback policies.29

Financial Crisis Cases
Some seven years after the 2008 mortgage
crisis, the SEC has continued to roll out yet
more actions against public companies for their
reporting of crisis-related losses. In January,
First National Community Bancorp Inc. and
its former principal financial officer agreed to
pay penalties totaling $195,000 to settle claims
that the holding company materially understated losses for its investment securities portfolio for certain annual and quarterly reports
filed in 2010.30 In a settled proceeding instituted
in April, the SEC required the former CEO
and CFO of a now-defunct financial holding
company, both CPAs, to pay a total of $60,000
in penalties for allegedly underreporting significant 2009 loan losses for three large loans.31 And
in May, a global bank settled the SEC’s charges
that, in 2008 and 2009, it overstated the value of
a derivatives portfolio by understating the “gap
risk” posed by certain leveraged trades. The SEC
charged that this leverage left the bank exposed
to a higher degree than it had disclosed.32 As
part of the settlement, the bank agreed to pay a
penalty of $55 million.

Auditor and Accountant Cases
The SEC took a number of actions involving auditors in recent months. For example, in
February, the SEC charged an audit firm and its
owner with failing to adhere to professional standards in the audit of a broker-dealer’s financial
statements that overstated the firm’s net capital
by over 350 percent.33 According to the SEC, the
financial statements overstated the firm’s assets by
inflating the size of its positions in some securities
and understated the firm’s liabilities by omitting
negative balances in its account with a clearing
broker.
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Also in February, the SEC finally settled its
long-running case against China-based affiliates of the “Big Four” accounting firms, based
on their refusal to produce workpapers related
to various Chinese issuers under SEC investigation. Notwithstanding Chinese law limiting the
ability of the firms to provide the documents, an
SEC administrative law judge issued a blistering
ruling against the auditors in 2014, among other
things ordering the firms suspended from practicing before the Commission for six months.34
Recognizing the agency’s recent progress in obtaining the documents, the SEC settled with the firms,
which each agreed to pay $500,000 and admit their
refusal to turn over documents (without admitting
or denying the SEC’s findings).35

The SEC initiated several
proceedings to sanction
accountants for violating
prior disciplinary orders.
Finally, also during the course of a busy
February, the SEC initiated several proceedings to
sanction accountants for violating prior disciplinary orders. The SEC filed applications in the U.S.
District Court for the Eastern District of New York
against David Rivard, alleging that Rivard violated
a prior order suspending him from practicing before
the SEC as an accountant and seeking to hold him
in contempt of a related monetary judgment.36
Rivard had been suspended for his role in the 2014
Computer Associates accounting fraud case. The
Commission also instituted administrative proceedings against a CPA for violating the Sarbanes-Oxley
Act by working for an issuer as a contract CFO
after the PCAOB barred her from practicing as an
accountant or financial manager. In addition, the
Commission charged the issuer and its CEO for
their association with the barred CPA.37

The Months Ahead
For officers and directors of public companies, as well as auditors and others with a stake
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in the industry, the SEC’s renewed attention
to accounting and disclosure cases presented
a cause for alarm. As the financial crisis cases
of the past half-decade continue to wind down,
enforcement resources can be seen being redirected towards public company investigations.
Nonetheless, it is still an open question whether
this area will once again become one of the busiest components of the enforcement docket as it
has been in the past. Common sense suggests
that, after a lengthy lull since the Enron era, institutional memories would dim and some of the
abuses of the past would resurface. Even in the
absence of a clear trend towards significant new
financial reporting cases, corporate gatekeepers
would benefit from a proactive review of their
practices rather than waiting for an invigorated
enforcement staff (or an eager whistleblower) to
do it for them.
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SECURITIES REGISTRATION
SEC Guidance on General
Solicitation Provides New
Opportunities
The SEC’s recent guidance on general solicitation brings capital raising into the electronic age
and provides new opportunities and challenges for
issuers, angel investor networks, online investor
platforms, and others.

By Stanley Keller
The Securities and Exchange Commission’s
Division of Corporation Finance recently provided helpful guidance on what activities do not
involve “general solicitation or general advertising”1 within the meaning of Rule 502(c) of
Regulation D under the Securities Act of 1933
(Securities Act), either because those activities do not involve an “offer” or because there
is a pre-existing, substantive relationship with
the offerees. The absence of general solicitation
is important in order to be able to rely on the
exemption from registration under Rule 506(b)
because compliance with the condition of Rule
502(c) that there be no general solicitation is an
express requirement.2 In addition, the absence
of general solicitation avoids the need to comply
with Rule 506(c), with its requirement to verify
the status of all investors as accredited investors. Use of Rule 506(c) also forecloses the ability to sell to non-accredited investors. Moreover,
although not an express requirement, the absence
of general solicitation is significant for reliance
on the statutory Section 4(a)(2) private offering
exemption.3

Stanley Keller is Of Counsel at Locke Lord LLP in
Boston, MA.
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The SEC guidance takes the form of several Compliance and Disclosure Interpretations
(CDIs), namely CDIs §§256.23–256.33 (August
6, 2015),4 and a no action letter, Citizen VC, Inc.
(August 6, 2015).5 This guidance is significant for
practitioners advising clients on permissible fundraising activities, for operators of angel investor
networks, for sponsors of both physical and electronic investor platforms and for funds engaged
in continuous offerings. Importantly, the ability
of certain third-parties to establish a pre-existing,
substantive relationship and of issuers to rely on
networks of investors to avoid general solicitation
is expanded. At the same time, the SEC guidance
will require reexamining some of the fundraising
practices of online investor platforms that have
become common. Overall, by adding clarity and
expanding what is permissible, the SEC guidance
helps bring the private investment world truly
into the electronic age and should contribute to
facilitating capital formation.

Background
The concept general solicitation first explicitly
came into use with the adoption of Regulation D
in 1982. It substituted for the prior requirement
to identify the number and nature of offerees as
a key basis for distinguishing a private offering
from a public offering. However, the principles
underlying the ban on general solicitation as elements of a private offering existed at least as far
back as the U.S. Supreme Court’s Ralston Purina
decision6 and even can be traced to a 1935 SEC
General Counsel Letter.7 Under these principles,
the knowledge of the investor and its relationship
with the issuer were key factors in establishing a
private offering.8
Regulation D does not define “general solicitation” but indicates in Rule 502(c) that it includes
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“any advertisement, article, notice or other communication published in any newspaper, magazine
or similar media or broadcast over television or
radio” or “any seminar or meeting whose attendees have been invited by general solicitation.” This
concept was later extended to internet activity.9
Shortly after the adoption of Regulation D,
the SEC staff made clear that the existence of a
pre-existing, substantive relationship negated that
the investor was attracted through general solicitation10 and indicated ways that such a relationship
could be established.11 The SEC staff subsequently
indicated how the internet could be used in certain
circumstances to establish the requisite relationship.12 The new SEC guidance is an extension of
this prior guidance, and recognizes developments
in use of the internet and current offering practices.

Guidance on General Solicitation
The SEC guidance confirms and amplifies
prior SEC positions on what constitutes general
solicitation. It begins by confirming that the use
of an unrestricted website to offer and sell securities is general solicitation (CDI 256.23). It then
identifies activities that are permissible.

Offers
The SEC guidance makes clear that if there is
no “offer” of a security, there cannot be general
solicitation (CDI 256.24). Thus, providing factual business information, even if widely disseminated (for example, on a website), is not an offer
if it is not used to condition the market. In the
SEC’s view, such information typically is limited
to information about the issuer and its industry
and generally does not include projections and, in
the case of funds that continually offer interests,
statements of past performances (CDI 256.25).13

Pre-Existing, Substantive Relationship
The SEC guidance reaffirms that there is
no general solicitation if there is a pre-existing,
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substantive relationship with the investors (CDI
256.26). However, it also confirms that this is
only one way to avoid a general solicitation, and
that a pre-existing, substantive relationship is not
required for the exemption to be available.
A relationship is “pre-existing” if it is formed
prior to the offering or, if formed by a third-party
such as a broker-dealer, prior to that party’s
participation in the offering (CDI 256.29). A relationship is “substantive” if sufficient information
is obtained to evaluate the person’s status as an
accredited or sophisticated investor (CDI 256.31).
Self-certification alone is not sufficient for this
purpose. The guidance then addresses how a preexisting, substantive relationship can be formed.

Forming a Pre-Existing, Substantive
Relationship
Earlier SEC guidance had made it clear that a
registered broker-dealer can create a relationship
with an investor and then use that relationship to
make an offer as placement agent for an issuer
without that offer being a general solicitation.14
This is the so-called “two call” rule that permits
making an investor a customer with one call and
then following up with a second call offering a
specific investment opportunity. An issuer, however, ordinarily cannot create that relationship
using the two-call approach, although it can have
a pre-existing, substantive relationship with an
investor through various other means, such as
the person being an existing investor or having a
business relationship as a customer or supplier.
The SEC guidance expands how a pre-existing,
substantial relationship can be created in several
ways. The SEC makes clear that registered investment advisers can form the requisite substantive
relationship the same as registered brokerdealers (CDI 256.28).15 Significantly, under certain circumstances, other third parties also can
form the requisite relationship with investors,
including (as discussed below) operators of angel
investor networks and investor platforms.
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Most importantly, the SEC indicates that an
issuer can rely on the relationship established by
others, when that reliance is justified (CDI 256.27
and 256.32). Thus, an issuer can make offers to
investors introduced by a broker-dealer or an
investment adviser even if that introducing party
is not acting as an agent of the issuer, as a placement agent would. In addition, depending upon
the facts and circumstances, an issuer may be able
to rely on investors within a network typically
understood to be comprised of sophisticated
investors to establish the pre-existing, substantive
relationship. This network may be members of a
formal angel investor organization or an informal network of persons experienced investing
in private offerings. An issuer will need to take
care to satisfy itself that it is entitled to rely on
these arrangements and relationships in order to
avoid general solicitation and establish a reasonable belief regarding the status of the investors
as accredited or sophisticated. For example, it
would likely be easier for an issuer to get comfortable with an established angel investor network
that subscribes to a code of conduct regarding its
membership16 than it would be with an informal
network of acquaintances.17

The SEC guidance
provides that no minimum
waiting period is required
if a sufficient substantive
relationship is created.
Also of importance, the SEC makes clear
that the quality of the substantive relationship
is more important than any waiting period (CDI
256.30). It has been common, although not universal, under the two-call approach to require
a waiting period of as much as 30 days from
establishing the relationship before an investor is
invited to invest in a specific offering. Although
a waiting period still may be useful in some situations to establish that the relationship was
created before an offering or participation in an
offering commenced, the SEC guidance provides
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that no minimum waiting period is required if
a sufficient substantive relationship is created.
Thus, an intermediary or platform operator may
create a relationship with an investor by obtaining sufficient information about the investor and
then immediately make an investment opportunity available (see the discussion of the Citizen
VC letter below). As an exception to the requirement that the relationship be formed prior to the
offering, the SEC, in recognition of its position
in Lamp Technologies,18 will permit a private fund
(i.e., one relying on the exclusion in Section 3(c)(1)
or 3(c)(7) of the Investment Company Act of
1940) engaged in a continuing offering to create
the relationship after the offering commenced so
long as there is a reasonable waiting period before
the actual investment (CDI 256.30).

Demo-Days, Pitch Events, and Venture Fairs
Much ink has been spent on trying to distinguish between demo-days and pitch events and
figuring out where venture fairs fit. Demo-days
are events where companies make presentations
about their company to a group of interested
persons, typically investors, but without discussing a specific financing. Pitch events are similar
but with an express effort to raise money. Venture
fairs are usually events sponsored by some credible organization, like a university, that can be
either of the foregoing. The problem, of course, is
that even demo-days are designed to raise money
with discussions often taking place after the
presentation—or as Captain Renault said to Rick
in Casablanca: “I’m shocked, shocked to find that
gambling is going on here.”

There may not be an offer
at all if the presentation is
appropriately structured.
The SEC guidance attempts to cut through
this by providing a practical roadmap for dealing
with these events, indicating that such an event
does not necessarily involve a general solicitation
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(CDI 256.33). First, the guidance provides that
there may not be an offer at all if the presentation
is appropriately structured to avoid there being
an “offer” (as discussed above). Next, even if
there is an offer, the event may not involve a general solicitation under a facts and circumstances
analysis—for example, if the attendees are limited to persons with whom the issuer or the event
organizer has a pre-existing, substantive relationship or who have been contacted through a network that the issuer or event organizer can rely
upon to create that relationship. Finally, even if
the invitations to the event are widely disseminated so that there is a general solicitation, the
issuer may then be able to use Rule 506(c).

Some Practical Considerations
Relationship of Rule 506(b) and Rule 506(c)
It is ironic that at a time when general solicitation can be undertaken by using Rule 506(c), with
its manageable additional verification requirement, we now have guidance that can help to
avoid general solicitation and the need to use
Rule 506(c), in some cases by following a more
rigorous process to establish a pre-existing, substantive relationship than that which satisfies the
verification requirement of Rule 506(c). However,
in the securities world, things turn slowly and
there has been resistance in many quarters to
using Rule 506(c).19 Some of that resistance
may be justified due to the natural reluctance to
undertake verification steps and to the limitation
on sales to nonaccredited investors, not only in
the particular offering but in any other offering
that might be integrated. Consequently, the SEC
guidance is helpful by providing added flexibility. In fact, it may have the effect of slowing the
acceptance of Rule 506(c) by expanding what
safely can be done under Rule 506(b).
There are similarities between the steps necessary to form a pre-existing, substantive relationship and those necessary to establish (i.e., have
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a “reasonable belief ”) or to verify accredited
investor status. However, it is important to keep
separate what is necessary to form the requisite
substantive relationship to avoid general solicitation and what is necessary to establish or verify
a purchaser’s accredited investor status. While
self-certification might not be sufficient to create
a substantive relationship to avoid general solicitation, it might, depending on the circumstances,
be sufficient to establish a reasonable belief that
an investor is accredited. If Rule 506(c) is being
used, more will be necessary to verify the investor’s status as accredited, and there are specified safe harbors for natural persons that can be
relied on, which also are likely sufficient to form
the requisite substantive relationship. Thus, the
SEC guidance on general solicitation should not
change practice for dealing with accredited investor status, including under Rule 506(c).

The SEC guidance offers
new opportunities for
issuers to seek investors
for Rule 506(b) offerings.
Significance for Issuers and Their Counsel
The SEC guidance, as a practical matter, offers
new opportunities for issuers to seek investors
for Rule 506(b) offerings, as well as for Rule 504
offerings that are not state-registered and Rule
505 offerings. As noted above, it also should help
when the statutory Section 4(a)(2) exemption is
relied on. In addition, issuers will benefit from the
increase in liquidity for their securities from the
potential expansion of resale opportunities using
the “4(1 ½)” exemption. These new opportunities
derive mostly from the expanded permissible
activities of intermediaries and the ability to rely
on networks of investors without triggering general solicitation. However, use of the new opportunities will require care on the part of issuers and
their counsel because the determinations necessary
to avoid general solicitation will be highly facts
and circumstances dependent. This will create a
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special challenge for counsel in giving no registration opinions when expanded offering activities
are undertaken in reliance on the guidance.
In addition, issuers must realize that some of
the activities that are permissible for third-parties
may not be available to them. For example, while
certain third-parties may establish the requisite
relationship in contemplation of a securities
offering, it would be extremely difficult for an
issuer to do so because of the difficulty of separating its communications from the offering.

private offerings using Rule 506(b) while avoiding general solicitation that would require use of
Rule 506(c). Thus, a private fund can continue
to establish the requisite substantive relationship
even though its offering is ongoing, although in
doing so it will have to continue to impose a waiting period. On the other hand, although private
funds can continue to broadly provide information about themselves without there being an
offer, this information may not include reference
to past performance because of concern over the
promotional aspects of such information.

Significance for Angel Investor Networks

Significance for Investor Platforms

The SEC guidance validates many of the activities angel networks and angel investor groups
have engaged in with some uncertainty. It thus
provides clear ground rules under which they
can operate and expand their activities. This in
turn will help issuers with their capital raising.
In particular, the guidance will allow reliance on
the vetting activities of angel investor networks in
admitting members. Because issuers will have to
be satisfied that they can rely on these prequalification efforts, angel investor networks should
continue their rigorous vetting processes.

Significance for Private Funds

The combination of the CDI guidance and
the Citizen VC letter gives operators of investor platforms a clear path for conducting their
activities, especially with respect to online platforms. Citizen VC, an online investor platform,
asked the SEC to confirm that it could rely on
Rule 506(b) in connection with its online offering
activities. Those activities involve selling interests
in special purpose vehicles it forms for investing in
independent private companies to investors with
whom Citizen VC created a relationship by first
evaluating an investor’s self-certification through
an online questionnaire and then following up
through various actions to obtain information
sufficient to evaluate the investor’s sophistication,
financial circumstances and ability to understand
the nature and risks of an investment. The SEC
staff confirmed that these procedures were sufficient to establish a pre-existing, substantive
relationship that avoided general solicitation and
that the quality of that relationship was what was
important. The SEC staff added that no specific
waiting period or particular short form questionnaire can be relied upon solely to create such a
relationship, but that whether there is sufficient
information to evaluate a potential investor’s
financial circumstances and sophistication is
dependent on the facts and circumstances.

Private funds have been given guidance that
confirms their ability to engage in continuous

The SEC guidance could lead to an increase in
the platforms that make investment opportunities

The guidance will allow
reliance on the vetting
activities of angel investor
networks in admitting
members.
The guidance also provides a roadmap that
angel investor networks and other event sponsors can use to conduct their group activities in
a way that will satisfy securities law requirements,
whether they are structured as demo-days or
pitch events.
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available to investors, both for offerings by issuers and potentially for resales. The key benefit for
investor platforms will be their ability to solicit
potential investors widely to become participants
in the platform and then, once the requisite substantive relationship has been established, to be
able to offer them separate investment opportunities without its being a general solicitation.20
It should not matter whether the subsequent
opportunities are for investment directly in the
particular companies or, as in Citizen VC, through
investment in a special purpose vehicle formed
by the platform sponsor to invest in particular
companies. If the quality of the substantive relationship that is established is sufficient, no waiting period would be required before investment
opportunities are provided to the investor.21

Self-certification and a
waiting period alone is
not necessarily enough
to create the requisite
relationship.

acceptable. The CDI guidance and the Citizen VC
letter put this practice, which has been followed
by a number of online platforms, into question
by indicating that self-certification and a waiting
period alone is not necessarily enough to create
the requisite relationship. A clear message from
the SEC guidance is that online investor platforms will have to up their game if they are to
widely solicit and enroll members without engaging in general solicitation. What actions, perhaps
coupled with a waiting period if the actions are
not as extensive as suggested in Citizen VC, will
suffice is not clear. I expect that practice will
evolve, ranging from use of procedures along the
lines identified in the Citizen VC letter, with no
specific waiting period, to a combination of certain actions and some waiting period that will be
considered acceptable.

Conclusion

The Citizen VC letter identifies procedures
that online investor platforms can follow to
establish the requisite substantive relationship.
It begins with an investor questionnaire to establish accredited investor status followed by several
pro-active steps to create a direct relationship to
evaluate the investor’s financial position, sophistication and investment objectives. The request
letter to the SEC provides a list of possible steps
that generally include a follow up contact with the
investor, giving the investor an opportunity to ask
questions, some external verification and meaningful thresholds on each offering. These are not
mandatory but rather provide an indication of
what might be done to create the relationship.

The SEC guidance on general solicitation provides welcome flexibility for conducting exempt
securities offerings while avoiding general solicitation that would require use of Rule 506(c).
This flexibility will benefit issuers raising capital,
validate the activities of angel investor networks
and create new opportunities for online investor platforms. It also might increase liquidity for
investors of restricted securities if resale platforms develop. At the same time, practices followed before by some online investor platforms
can be expected to be upgraded. The SEC staff is
to be applauded for taking the sensible approach
reflected in the guidance and recognizing existing
practices and for bringing capital raising activities into the electronic age.

Notes
1.

An open question is whether the traditional
approach of obtaining information, typically
online, about accredited investor status without further actions and then waiting a reasonable period before making an offer will still be

21

The term “general solicitation” is used throughout to include “gen-

eral advertising.”
2.

This condition also applies to exempt offerings under Rule 504 that

are not state registered and under Rule 505. Although the guidance
is focused on Rule 506 offerings, presumably it can be applied more
broadly.
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The guidance is limited to Regulation D but it should be relevant

there has been a general solicitation and should not be read to restrict

to assessing the availability of an exemption under Section 4(a)(2) of

otherwise permissible activities, such as information provided in reliance

the Securities Act. Since the so-called “4(1 1/2)” exemption for resales is

on Rule 168.

based upon the Section 4(a)(2) exemption, the guidance also should be

14. See note 11, supra.

relevant to the exemption for private resales.

15. Broker-dealers have had little difficulty establishing the requisite

4.

relationship because of the information they need to obtain to satisfy

3.

Avail. at http://www.sec.gov/divisions/corpfin/guidance/securitiesactrules-

interps.htm.

their duties as regulated persons. The same is true of investment advisers.

5.

Therefore, issuers can most easily rely on relationships established with

Avail. at http://www.sec.gov/divisions/corpfin/cf-noaction/2015/citizen-

vc-inc-080615-502.htm.

investors introduced by these regulated entities.

6.

SEC v. Ralston Purina Co., 345 U.S. 119 (1953).

16. See, e.g., Angel Capital Association Member Code of Conduct,

7.

Letter of General Counsel Discussing the Factors to be Considered

available at http://www.angelcapitalassociation.org/data/Documents/

in Determining the Availability of the Exemption from Registration

ACAIndividualCodeofConduct.pdf.

Provided by the Second Clause of Section 4(1), SEC Release 33-285

17. The SEC staff cautions in CDI 256.27 that “the greater the number

(Jan. 24, 1935).

of persons without financial experience, sophistication or any prior per-

8.

sonal or business relationship with the issuer that are contacted by an

See SEC Release No. 33-4552 (1962) (relevance of “requisite asso-

ciation with and knowledge of the issuer”).

issuer or person acting on its behalf through impersonal, non-selective

9.

means of communication, the more likely the communications are part

See SEC Release No. 33-7185 (1995) and SEC Release No. 33-7856

(2000).

of a general solicitation.”

10. See, e.g., Mineral Lands Research & Marketing Corp. (Mar. 21,

18. See note 12, supra.

1985); Bateman Eichler Hill Richards, Inc. (Dec. 3, 1985); E.F. Hutton &

19. The SEC notes in several places in the CDIs that if the issuer cannot

Co. (Dec. 3, 1985); and H.B. Shaine & Co. (Mar. 31, 1987).

avoid general solicitation, Rule 506(c) may be available.

11. E.F. Hutton & Co. and Bateman Eichler indicated that broker-dealers

20. It is important to remember that the investors will have to qualify as

could establish a relationship with a customer through the account-

accredited or sophisticated investors when actual investments are made

opening process.

in reliance on Rule 506(b).

12. See IPONET (July 26, 1996) and Lamp Technologies, Inc. (May 29,

21. If an investor platform does more than provide a matching service but

1997); but see AgriStar Global Networks, Ltd. (Feb. 9, 2004). See also,

provides investment advice, it may have to register as an investment adviser

Michigan Growth Capital Symposium (May 4, 1995) (venture fair did not

under the Investment Advisers Act of 1940. If the investor platform also

involve general solicitation) and Woodtrails-Seattle, Ltd. (Aug 9, 1982)

effects transactions, it may have to register as a broker-dealer, and depend-

(no general solicitation for offers to existing investors).

ing on the nature of its activities even as an exchange, under the Exchange

13. The limitation on use of projections and other forward-looking

Act. See AngelList LLC (Mar. 28, 2013) for circumstances when broker-

information should be read as applying in the context of determining if

dealer registration was not required for an investor platform.
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IN THE COURTS
Doling Out Personal Liability:
Delaware Court of Chancery
Awards $148 Million in Damages
For Fraud in Management-Led
Buyout
By Peter L. Welsh and Jesse M. Boodoo
In the eyes of many commentators and
practitioners, the Delaware Court of Chancery is
currently engaged in a two-front effort to “separate the wheat from the chaff” in mergers and
acquisitions (M&A) litigation.1 On one front, the
Court is in the midst of a long-awaited effort to
deter the meritless and routine merger objection
lawsuits that have vexed so many in recent years.2
More and more, the Court is apt to dismiss weak
claims3, impose more exacting scrutiny on therapeutic settlements4, and reduce post-settlement fee
awards for plaintiffs’ counsel. On the other front,
the Court is simultaneously crediting meritorious
and non-routine merger lawsuits and, in particular,
imposing substantial (and sometimes enormous)
damages and fee awards in those cases where
plaintiffs succeed in rooting out clear misconduct.5
These cases include then-Chancellor Strine’s 2011
award of $1.263 billion in damages and more than
$300 million in attorneys’ fees in In re Southern Peru
Copper Corp. Shareholder Derivative Litigation6,
and Vice Chancellor Laster’s 2014 award of $75.8
million in damages and more than $25 million in
attorneys’ fees in In re Rural/Metro Corporation
Stockholders Litigation.7

Peter L. Welsh is a partner, and Jesse M. Boodoo is an associate, at the Boston, MA, office of Ropes & Gray LLP. The
views expressed herein are those of the authors and do not
necessarily represent the view of the firm or its clients.
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The Chancery Court’s recent post-trial decision in In re Dole Food Co., Inc. Stockholder
Litigation falls firmly within the latter trend.8 In
the third-largest damages award on record from
the Court of Chancery, Vice Chancellor Laster
awarded $148 million in damages to the former
minority stockholders of Dole Food Company,
Inc. (Dole) following a takeover by David H.
Murdock, the company’s former Chairman,
CEO, and controlling shareholder.9 The decision
and award—which imposed personal liability
against Murdock and C. Michael Carter, the
company’s former President, COO, and General
Counsel—serve as an important reminder of the
risks attendant to management-led buyouts, and
the Court of Chancery’s recent willingness to
impose massive damages awards in those uncommon merger cases where real conflict issues exist.

The Facts
Murdock’s Company
In 1985, Murdock acquired a 14 percent stake
in Dole and became the company’s Chairman and
CEO.10 Eighteen years later, in 2003, Murdock
took Dole private in a leveraged buyout and
became the sole owner of the company.11 After
the company became overburdened by debt during the financial crisis, Murdock decided, albeit
reluctantly, to sell some of Dole’s equity to the
public.12 The IPO occurred in 2009 and covered
41 percent of Dole’s equity.13 Murdock—who had
previously given up the role of CEO—remained
on as Chairman of the Board.14
Murdock disliked operating Dole as a public
company. The Court characterized Murdock as
“an old-school, my-way-or-the-highway controller, fixated on his authority and the power and
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privileges that came with it.”15 Murdock—who
was 91-years-old at the time of trial—kept a tight
rein on the company, brooking no dissent and
intimidating outside directors.16 After seeing him
testify, the Court appeared bothered by Murdock’s
dictatorial approach to the company, and regarded
him as a particularly egregious example of a domineering controlling shareholder: “By dint of his
prodigious wealth and power, [Murdock] has
grown accustomed to deference and fallen into the
habit of characterizing events however he wants.”17
Not long after Dole became public, Murdock,
with the assistance of Deutsche Bank, began considering the possibility of taking it private again.
Eventually, Murdock settled on a two-step plan
of “separat[ing] Dole’s higher-margin businesses
(predominantly Packaged Foods) from its lower
margin businesses (predominantly Fresh Fruit),
realiz[ing] the value of the higher-margin businesses, and then pursu[ing] a transaction involving the remainder of the Company.”18 Murdock
did not tell the Board about his plan.
In September 2012, Murdock realized the
first step of his plan when Dole agreed to sell its
Packaged Foods division and the Asian operations of its Fresh Fruit division (collectively about
half of Dole’s business) to ITOCHU Corporation
of Japan.19 As part of the ITOCHU transaction, Murdock reassumed the role of CEO, and
Carter, who was already General Counsel, joined
the board and became President and COO.20 As a
practical matter, Carter was thereafter responsible
for the day-to-day management of Dole. The Court
concluded that Carter’s real “job was to carry out
Murdock’s plans, and he did so effectively, even
ruthlessly.”21 While Carter “nominally worked for
Dole … he really worked for Murdock.”22

Carter Fraudulently Drives Down
Dole’s Stock Price
With the ITOCHU transaction behind them,
Murdock and Carter turned their attention to
buying the rest of the company. Their first step, the
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Court found, was to “prime[ ] the market for the
freeze-out by driving down Dole’s stock price.”23
Post-ITOCHU transaction, Carter and the rest
of the Dole management conservatively estimated
that they could “right-size” the remaining business and achieve at least $50 million (and maybe
substantially more) in annual cost savings.24 With
a view toward a future freezout, however, Carter
announced something very different to the public.
In a press release, he said that the company would
achieve only $20 million in savings.25 Dole’s stock
price immediately dropped 13 percent, reflecting
the market’s anticipation of greater cost savings.26
The Court rejected Carter’s contention that he
“honestly believed … that $30 million of the
$50 million in savings was not achievable,” finding
that Carter and Murdock made inconsistent representations to Murdock’s lenders in connection
with the merger, and that “Carter’s reduced estimate was false” and intended to undermine Dole’s
stock price as a measure of value.27

Murdock Makes His Proposal
In June 2013, Murdock delivered his initial proposal to the Dole Board. Murdock offered $12.00
per share for the 60 percent of Dole stock he did
not already own.28 He also told the Board that he
was “a buyer, not a seller,” effectively precluding a
higher price from a third party interested in buying the entire company.29 Seeking to avail himself
of the procedural protections established by In re
MFW Shareholders Litigation30, Murdock conditioned his proposal on: (1) approval by a committee of disinterested and independent directors;
and (2) the affirmative vote of a majority of the
unaffiliated shares.31 Unbeknownst to the Board,
Murdock, with Carter’s assistance, prepared to
launch a hostile tender offer if the company did
not respond favorably to his proposal.32

Carter Undermines and Misleads
the Committee
The Board proceeded to form a special committee consisting of four outside directors.33
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According to the Court, Carter immediately set
out to undermine the committee’s independence
and authority. First, Carter successfully insisted
that the committee’s authority be limited to
considering Murdock’s proposal, without the
ability to consider alternatives.34 Second, Carter
demanded that he, and not the committee,
negotiate confidentiality agreements with any
third-party.35 The committee agreed to this as
well, and “[a]s a result, Carter always knew
whenever the Committee provided confidential information to an interested party” and
“Murdock knew as well.”36 Third, Carter objected
to the committee’s choice of financial advisor,
Lazard, and demanded that the committee
instead hire Bank of America Merrill Lynch,
a bank with longstanding connections to Dole
and Carter.37 The committee still hired Lazard
but, at Carter’s insistence, limited the scope of
the engagement to consideration of Murdock’s
proposal.38
To be able to negotiate at arm’s-length
with Murdock, the committee needed reliable
financial projections from Dole management.
Carter took charge of preparing the projections. To do so, he prepared high-case and
low-case EBITDA projections, and then asked
his division heads to “reverse engineer” the
supporting budgets to match his forecasts.39
This was in contrast to Dole’s ordinary course
practice of preparing budgets and projections
using a bottom-up process.40 The Court found
that Carter’s projections were improbably and
misleadingly low in two respects. First, the
projections omitted $30 million of the $50 million in expected post-ITOCHU cost savings.41
Second, the projections omitted an expected
$15 million per year in incremental revenue
attributable to the anticipated purchase of
new fruit farms.42 The committee immediately
recognized that “management had taken a meat
cleaver to the projections in a way that it would
be very difficult, if not inappropriate, for a committee to weigh the[] projections as the basis for
determining the adequacy of a price.”43
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The Committee and Murdock Agree on Price
In August 2013, Murdock and the committee
agreed on a price of $13.50 per share, which fell
at the top of the range of Lazard’s DCF analysis
(which had valued Dole at between $11.40 and
$14.08).44 The committee and Lazard, however,
were unaware that they “lacked material information about planned cost savings and farm
purchases.”45 Murdock and the committee then
began negotiations over definitive deal terms.
Carter and his management team secretly advised
Murdock on how to negotiate against the committee, and “took steps to conceal their involvement
by minimizing their written communications.”46
Carter also took steps to conceal his manipulation of the financial projections and Murdock’s
plans to potentially go hostile.47
Ultimately, the committee approved the transaction at $13.50 per share, believing it to be a
good outcome.48 Dole held a special meeting of its
stockholders in October 2013. A narrow majority
of 50.9 percent of the disinterested shares voted
in favor, and the transaction closed in November
2013.49 After the merger, Dole performed as
Murdock and Carter secretly expected it would,
and not as Murdock and Carter told the committee it would. Dole achieved approximately $64.5
million in cost savings from “right sizing” of
the company, and generated approximately $23
million in incremental EBITDA from the purchase of new fruit farms.50

The Litigation
Following the public announcement of the
merger, separate groups of plaintiffs filed actions
seeking statutory appraisal of their shares and
alleging breaches of fiduciary duty. The actions
were consolidated before Vice Chancellor Travis
Laster. The plaintiffs brought fiduciary duty
claims against Murdock, Carter and a third
Board member, David A. DeLorenzo, and sought
to impose secondary liability on Deutsche Bank
and DFC Holdings, LLC (Murdock’s acquisition
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vehicle for the merger) on aiding and abetting
theories.51 The defendants moved for summary
judgment, arguing that because they followed the
procedures of In re MFW Shareholders Litigation,
the business judgment rule was the operative standard of review.52 The Court denied their motion,
and conducted a nine-day trial during February
and March of 2015.

The Decision
On August 27, 2015, the Court issued its 108page post-trial opinion. Despite the volume and
complexity of the factual background, the Court
largely regarded the case as an easy one. Because
Murdock “mimick[ed] MFW’s form” but “did
not adhere to its substance”—including by withholding information from and actively misleading the special committee—the Court applied the
entire fairness standard of review.53 The entire
fairness standard required that the defendants
establish “to the court’s satisfaction that the
transaction was the product of both fair dealing
and fair price.”54
With respect to fair dealing, the Court found
that no “overly granular analysis” was necessary
because “Carter engaged in fraud” and “intentionally tried to mislead the Committee for
Murdock’s benefit.”55 “[R]ather than making a
merger proposal when Dole’s stock was trading
at high levels following the announcement of the
ITOCHU Transaction … Carter first primed the
market by pushing down the stock.”56 And when
the special committee asked Carter for management’s forecasts, “Carter constructed a set of protections that contained falsely low numbers.”57
“By providing the Committee with false information, Carter ensured that the process could not be
fair.”58 The Court also found that Carter created
an unfair process in several other respects, including by interfering with the committee’s work,
secretly assisting Murdock with his negotiations
against the company and hostile takeover plans,
and providing information to Deutsche Bank
that was not provided to the committee.59
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With respect to fair price, the Court concluded that “without accounting for Carter’s
fraud, the $13.50 per share price fell within a
range of fairness” but “[a]fter accounting for
Carter’s fraud, the $13.50 per share price … may
have fallen within the lower end of a range of
fairness” and “may have dropped below it.”60
Relying on Lazard’s analyses and testimony
from the plaintiffs’ expert, the Court found that
the $30 million in hidden cost savings would
justify an increase of $1.87 per share, and that
the hidden projected revenue attributable to new
fruit farms would justify an increase of $0.87 per
share, for a total of $2.74 per share.61 Adding
$2.74 per share to Lazard’s DCF range generated a new range of $14.14 to $16.82, greater
than the $13.50 deal price.62

Murdock and Carter Are Personally Liable
Concluding that the merger was not entirely
fair, the Court turned to the liability of the
fiduciary defendants.63 Murdock, the Court
concluded, was liable both as Dole’s controlling shareholder and as a Dole director. Dole’s
exculpatory charter provision could not apply to
Murdock in his capacity as a controlling shareholder64, and would not apply to Murdock in his
capacity as a director because he “breached his
duty of loyalty by orchestrating an unfair, selfinterested transaction.”65 Under the holding of In
re Emerging Communications, Inc.66, Murdock’s
acquisition vehicle, DFC Holdings, LLC, was
liable as an aider and abettor to the same extent
as Murdock.67
Carter, the Court concluded, was liable both
as a Dole director and as a Dole officer.68 Dole’s
exculpatory charter could not apply to Carter in
his capacity as an officer69, and would not apply
to Carter in his capacity as a director because “he
breached his ‘duty of loyalty to the corporation
[and] its stockholders’ and his acts and omissions
were ‘not in good faith.’ ”70 “Carter demonstrated
that his primary loyalty was to Murdock, not to
Dole or to its unaffiliated stockholders.”71
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Deutsche Bank and DeLorenzo escaped liability. DeLorenzo, though closely connected to
Murdock and Carter, “did not personally participate in or know about the specific misconduct
in which Murdock and Carter engaged.”72 And
Deutsche Bank, though it “acted improperly by
favoring Murdock and treating him as the bank’s
real client in transactions before the Merger, even
when [it] was officially representing Dole,” did not
“knowingly participate”73 in any breach of fiduciary duty.74

Plaintiffs Are Entitled to a “Fairer” Price
Turning to the calculation of damages, the
Court noted, at the outset, that its willingness to
award damages did not depend upon a conclusion that the deal price was unfair. “In a plenary
breach of fiduciary duty action, ‘the court can,
and has in the past, awarded damages designed
to eliminate the possibility of profit flowing to
defendants from the breach of the fiduciary
relationship.’ ”75 “[O]n the facts presented, the
stockholders are not limited to an arguably fair
price. They are entitled to a fairer price.”76
Although finding that Murdock’s and Carter’s
wrongdoing could support an award more than
twice as large, the Court imposed damages of
$2.74 per share which, based on Lazard’s work
and the testimony at trial, reflected a fair and
realistic expected incremental value for the hidden cost savings ($1.87 per share) and hidden fruit
farm revenue ($0.87 per share) at the time of the
merger.77 The resulting damages award totaled
$148,190,590.18, independent of pre- and postjudgment interest, and the massive attorneys’ fees
award that is sure to come.78

The Takeaways from the Decision
Fact-bound decisions typically present few
generalizable lessons, particularly when based
on findings of fraud. Nevertheless, though
largely limited to its facts, the Court’s decision
in Dole provides several important and timely
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reminders for M&A practitioners in the Court
of Chancery.
The Court’s powers to fashion damages awards
are broad and equitable in nature. In several recent
decisions, the Court has found transactions not
entirely fair but declined to award damages in
light of its conclusion that the transaction price
was fair or that the damages sought by the plaintiffs were speculative.79 Perhaps emboldened by
those decisions, the defendants in Dole wagered
that they could prove that the $13.50 deal price
was within the range of fairness, and that the
plaintiffs’ damages model amounted to hindsight 20/20 second-guessing based on Dole’s
post-merger performance.80 Ultimately, the Court
was unpersuaded, finding that because the defendants committed fraud, neither an arguably fair
deal price nor uncertainties in awarding damages
could save the defendants from liability.
[A]ssuming for the sake of argument that
the $13.50 price still fell within a range of
fairness, the stockholders are not limited
to a fair price. They are entitled to a fairer
price designed to eliminate the ability of
the defendants to profit from their breaches
of the duty of loyalty.81
Dole therefore serves as an important example
of the Court’s broad power to fashion damages
awards, and willingness to use that power, especially as of late, to impose massive awards in cases
where real fiduciary misconduct is found.
MFW is not a cure-all. Murdock structured
his buyout pursuant to the procedures of In re
MFW Shareholders Litigation, conditioning his
proposal on: (1) approval by a committee of
disinterested and independent directors; and
(2) the affirmative vote of a majority of the unaffiliated shares.82 But Murdock wanted only to
use MFW as a fig-leaf. Working through Carter,
Murdock intentionally and systematically undermined the informed deliberation of the committee. Dole breaks no new ground in applying
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entire fairness under the circumstances. Under
the Delaware Supreme Court’s opinion in Kahn v.
M&F Worldwide Corp., the protections of MFW
have always required that the merger be “conditioned ab initio upon both the approval of
an independent, adequately-empowered Special
Committee that fulfills its duty of care” and “the
uncoerced, informed vote of a majority of the
minority stockholders.”83 Nevertheless, Dole provides a forceful reminder that controlling stockholders seeking the advantages of MFW must
comply equally with procedural and substantive
requirements of the rule.
Management-led buyouts present significant
risks. Management-led buyouts invariably present heightened risks of buyers engaging in coercion, misuse of confidential information, and
manipulation of outside advisors and committees. On a basic level, management-led buyouts
pit managers’ personal interests against their
fiduciary duties to shareholders. As demonstrated
by Carter’s behavior, members of company management maintain special access to information
about the company’s future prospects, and retain
the ability to affect the company’s stock price by
controlling the flow of information and the timing of strategic decisions.84 Carter proved unable
to restrain himself from using those advantages to
benefit himself and Murdock. Carter’s behavior—
and the severe consequences that flowed from it—
cautions advisors to remember, in the context of
management-led buyouts, the critical importance
of managing conflicts and ensuring the full disclosure of “all material information known to the
fiduciary except that information that relates only
to its consideration of the price at which it will
buy or sell and how it would finance a purchase
or invest the proceeds of a sale.”85

Murdock and Carter for their “evasive” and “not
credible” trial testimony and, both implicitly and
explicitly, relies on their evasiveness as supporting
its larger findings of improper domination, manipulation, and fraud. In a greater sense, the decision
in Dole also reflects the Chancery Court’s role as a
crucible for ultra-complex fact disputes. The
parties in Dole introduced over 1,800 exhibits,
lodged twenty-nine depositions, examined
thirteen live witnesses, and filed 668 pages of
post-trial briefing.86 The comprehensive 108-page
opinion in Dole demonstrates the Chancery
Court’s continuing status as a forum that is willing and able to truly test evidence and resolve
intra-corporate disputes accurately, efficiently
and on a large scale.
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A summary of recent memoranda that law firms have provided to their clients and other interested
persons concerning legal developments. Firms are invited to submit their memoranda to the editor. Persons
wishing to obtain copies of the listed memoranda should contact the firms directly.
to family members of foreign officials affiliated with a Middle Eastern sovereign wealth
fund.

Akin, Gump, Strauss, Hauer & Feld LLP
Washington, DC (202-887-4000)
SDNY Judge Berman Enjoins SEC
Administrative Proceeding as “Likely
Unconstitutional” (August 14, 2015)

Cybersecurity Developments and the
Growing Role of Senior Executives
and Directors (August 31, 2015)

A discussion of a federal district court decision finding that the SEC’s procedure in hiring
administrative law judges was “likely unconstitutional” and preliminarily enjoining an administrative proceeding against a former Standard &
Poor’s Rating Services executive.

A discussion of the need for senior executives
and directors to be proactive in their oversight
and monitoring of the implementation and continued refinement of their company’s cybersecurity controls and processes.

Baker & Hostetler LLP
Denver, CO (303-861-0600)

Chapman and Cutler LLP
Chicago, IL (312-845-3000)

District Court Follows Supreme Court’s
Lead in Halliburton (July 31, 2015)

SEC Seeks Comments on FINRA
Proposed Rule Changes Addressing
External Personal Accounts of Associated
Persons (August 14, 2015)

A discussion of a federal district court decision, on remand from the Supreme Court’s
Halliburton decision, determining that it was
Halliburton’s—not the plaintiff’s—burden not
only to rebut the Basic presumption of reliance
but also to disprove price impact altogether.

A discussion of a FINRA proposed rule
change addressing external personal accounts
opened or established by associated persons of
FINRA member firms.

Cahill Gordon & Reindel LLP
New York, NY (212-701-3000)

Dechert LLP
Philadelphia, PA (215-994-4000)

FCPA Developments: BNY Mellon Agrees
to Pay $14.8 Million in SEC Settlement
(August 25, 2015)

SEC Issues Settled Enforcement Action
Against Investment Adviser, Its President
and Senior Officers for Compliance Program
Violations (August 2015)

A discussion of a settled SEC enforcement action against BNY Mellon involving
charges of violating of the Foreign Corrupt
Practices Act (FCPA) for providing internships
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A discussion of a SEC cease and desist order
against Pekin Singer Strauss Asset Management
Inc., a registered investment adviser, and its
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former president and current co-CEO involving
a number of compliance violations, including
failing to conduct timely annual compliance
reviews and failing to implement and enforce
significant components of its compliance policies and procedures and code of ethics, among
other things.

The 15(c) Process Continues to be
a Focus of the SEC Enforcement Staff
(August 2015)
A discussion of two recent SEC Enforcement
Division administrative settlements, In the Matter
of Commonwealth Capital Management, et. al. and
In the Matter of Komitzer Capital Management,
et al., in which the staff alleged deficiencies in the
process that certain mutual funds used to renew
the annual advisory contract with their investment advisers, as required by Section 15(c) of the
Investment Company Act of 1940.

Drinker Biddle & Reath LLP
Philadelphia, PA (215-988-2700)
Federal Court Rejects Invalid Theory
of FCPA “Accomplice” Liability
(August 21, 2015)
A discussion of a federal district court decision, United States v. Hoskins (D. Conn. Aug. 13,
2015), holding that a foreign national cannot be
subject to criminal liability under the FCPA when
the defendant is not an agent of a domestic concern and did not commit the alleged acts while
physically present in the United States.

Gibson, Dunn & Crutcher LLP
Los Angeles, CA (213-329-7870)
M&A Report: 2015 Mid-Year Activism
Update (August 10, 2015)
A discussion of shareholder activism activity involving publicly traded domestic companies
during the first half of 2015.
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King & Spalding LLP
Atlanta, GA (404-572-4600)
Know Your Limits: Section 162(m)
and Excess Equity Grants (July 2015)
A discussion of the uptick in stockholder
derivative litigation related to equity compensation granted to named executive officers that
exceed the plan share limits and the practices that
companies should follow to avoid compromising the qualification of equity compensation as
“performance-based” for purposes of Section
162(m) of the Internal Revenue Code.

SEC Brings Heightened Scrutiny
to the Real Estate Fund Industry
(August 19, 2015)
A discussion of the expansion of the SEC’s
focus on private equity funds to ancillary asset
classes, including private equity real estate funds.
The areas of most concern to the SEC are fees,
expense allocations, valuations and co-investment
allocation.

Latham & Watkins LLP
Los Angeles, CA (202-637-2200)
How to Navigate the SEC’s
Proposed Mandate on Clawbacks
(August 4, 2015)
A discussion of the need for companies to
start planning for the broad clawback policies and
clawback-related disclosures that will be required
of all U.S. public companies under the clawback
rules recently proposed by the SEC.

FINRA’s New Research Rules
(August 27, 2015)
A discussion of two FINRA regulatory notices
announcing the effective dates for new equity and
debt research rules, Rules 2241 and 2242, recently
approved by the SEC.
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Morgan Lewis & Bockius LLP
Washington, DC (202-739-3000)

Shearman & Sterling LLP
New York, NY (212-848-4000)

New SEC and PCAOB Proposals Related
to Audit Committee Disclosure and Audit
Quality (July 2015)

Court Upholds Partial Invalidation of SEC
Conflict Minerals Rule (August 19, 2015)

A discussion of a SEC concept release relating
to audit committee reporting requirements and
two PCAOB releases, which together evidence
a coordinated approach to addressing investor
requests for additional information about how
audit committees oversee independent auditors
and evaluate their performance and about the
quality of audits.

A discussion of a decision by the U.S. Court of
Appeals for the District of Columbia, in National
Association of Manufacturers v. Securities and
Exchange Commission, upholding its earlier ruling that requiring companies to describe their
products as having “not been found to be ‘DRC
conflict free’ ” is unconstitutional, thereby invalidating part of the SEC’s conflict minerals rule.

Sullivan & Cromwell LLP
New York, NY (212-588-4000)

Morris, Nichols, Arsht & Tunnell LLP
Wilmington, DE (302-658-9200)

Proxy Access Bylaw Developments
and Trends (August 18, 2015)

2015 Amendments to Delaware’s Alternative
Entity Statute (August 2015)
A discussion 2015 amendments to three of
Delaware’s four “alternative entity” statutes—the
Delaware Limited Liability Company Act, the
Delaware Revised Uniform Limited Partnership
Act and the Delaware Revised Uniform
Partnership Act.

Orrick, Herrington & Sutcliffe LLP
San Francisco, CA (415-773-5700)

A discussion of developments in the area of
proxy access, including an analysis of company
responses to shareholder proxy access proposals
received during 2015 and key proxy access terms
and the emergence of market trends.

Venable LLP
Baltimore, MD (410-244-7400)
ISS Releases 2016 Policy Survey
(August 6, 2015)

SEC Guidance Supports Its Position That
Internal Whistleblowers Are Protected under
the Dodd-Frank Act (August 6, 2015)
A discussion of interpretive guidance issued
by the SEC elaborating its view that the antiretaliation provisions of the Dodd-Frank Act
apply equally to tipsters who claim retaliation
after reporting internally, as well as those who are
retaliated against after reporting information to
the SEC.
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A discussion of the annual Institutional
Shareholder Services (ISS) Policy Survey, which
seeks comment on a wide range of corporate governance matters and generally is a good indicator
of the areas for which ISS is considering a policy change for voting recommendations. Among
the issues addressed are proxy access, director
compensation, unilateral board amendments to
organizational documents, pre-IPO bylaws and
non-GAAP measures.
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INSIDE THE SEC
SEC Adopts Pay Ratio Rule
By Laura D. Richman, Michael L. Hermsen,
Robert F. Gray, Jr., and Ryan J. Liebl
The Securities and Exchange Commission
has adopted a pay ratio disclosure rule, requiring public companies to compare the compensation of their chief executive officer to the median
compensation of their other employees.1 The
new pay ratio disclosure rule is contained in new
paragraph (u) of Item 402 of Regulation S-K. It
requires public companies to disclose:
•

•
•

The median of the annual total compensation
of all employees other than the chief executive officer;
The annual total compensation of the chief
executive officer; and
The ratio of these amounts.

The SEC has provided a transition period so
that the initial pay ratio disclosure will be required
with respect to compensation for a company’s first
full fiscal year that begins on or after January 1,
2017. Therefore, calendar year-end companies
will first be required to include pay ratio disclosure in 2018.

The Pay Ratio Disclosure Rule
For the purposes of the pay ratio rule, the
term “employee” means an individual employed
by the company or its consolidated subsidiaries as of any date (determined by the company)
within the last three months of the company’s last

Laura D. Richman is counsel, and Michael L. Hermsen,
Robert F. Gray, Jr., and Ryan J. Liebl are partners at Mayer
Brown LLP.
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completed fiscal year. In addition to full-time
employees and employees based in the United
States, the term includes:
•
•
•
•

Employees based outside of the United States;
Part-time employees;
Temporary employees; and
Seasonal employees.

Independent contractors and leased workers are not considered employees for the purposes of the pay ratio disclosure rule if they are
employed by, and have their compensation determined by, an unaffiliated third party. Individuals
who become employees as a result of a business
combination or acquisition can be omitted from the
company’s identification of the median employee
for the fiscal year in which the transaction became
effective, provided that certain information is
otherwise disclosed.
The SEC has provided two limited exemptions
that permit companies to exclude certain employees located in non-US jurisdictions from the pay
ratio calculation. First, the final rule provides an
exemption for employees in a foreign jurisdiction
in which data privacy laws or regulations are such
that, despite the company’s reasonable efforts to
obtain and process the information necessary
to comply with the pay ratio disclosure rule, the
company is unable to do so without violating
those data privacy laws or regulations. However,
this exemption requires that, at a minimum,
the company must use or seek an exemption or
relief from such laws or regulations. Second, the
rule provides a de minimis exemption for nonUS employees representing 5 percent or less of
a company’s total employees. Any employees
excluded under the privacy law exemption will
count towards the 5 percent limit. If any employees in a foreign jurisdiction are excluded from the
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pay ratio calculation, all employees in that jurisdiction (other than the chief executive officer)
must be excluded from the calculation.
Generally, the pay ratio disclosure will be
provided in filings that require executive compensation disclosure pursuant to Item 402 of
Regulation S-K, such as proxy and information
statements, annual reports on Form 10-K and
registration statements under the Securities Act
of 1933 and the Securities Exchange Act of 1934.
Smaller reporting companies, emerging growth
companies, foreign private issuers, MJDS filers
(i.e., registrants filing under the US Canadian
Multijurisdictional Disclosure System) and registered investment companies will not be subject to
the pay ratio disclosure requirement.
The pay ratio disclosure rule gives companies
flexibility to select a method for identifying a
median that is appropriate to the size and structure
of their businesses and compensation programs.
Companies may identify the median employee
based on any consistently used compensation
measure, such as compensation amounts reported
in its tax and/or payroll records. Companies will
be permitted to identify the median based on
total compensation regarding their full employee
population. Alternatively, they may do so by
using a statistical sample or another reasonable
method.
Once the median employee has been identified
pursuant to one of the methods described above,
the total compensation for the median employee
will have to be calculated for the last completed
fiscal year, consistent with the requirements for
calculating the chief executive officer’s total compensation for the same fiscal year for purposes of
the summary compensation table.
The final rule permits a company to choose
any date during the last three months of the fiscal year for the purpose of identifying the median
employee. In addition, the final rule permits
companies to identify the median employee
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only once every three years, as long as there has
been no change in the employee population or
employee compensation arrangements that would
significantly change the pay ratio disclosure. If,
during those three years, the median employee’s
compensation changes, or the median employee
has left the company, the company may substitute
another employee with substantially similar compensation as its median employee.
The new rule permits a company to annualize the compensation for all permanent employees, whether full-time or part-time, who were
employed on the calculation date, but who did not
work for the company for the full fiscal year. The
rule does not permit annualization for temporary or seasonal employees. In addition, the pay
ratio disclosure rule does not permit the use of
full-time-equivalent adjustments for the required
pay ratio disclosure. However, a company is permitted to derive and disclose an additional ratio
using full-time equivalent adjustments.
In determining the median employee, a
company is permitted to use a cost-of-living
adjustment for employees living in jurisdictions other than the jurisdiction in which the
chief executive officer resides. If a company
uses a cost-of-living adjustment, and the median
employee resides in a different jurisdiction than
the chief executive officer, the company must
use the same cost-of-living adjustment in calculating the median employee’s annual total compensation. In that event, the pay ratio disclosure
must be provided two ways—including the costof-living adjustment and excluding the cost-ofliving adjustment.
The rule requires a brief, non-technical overview of the methodology used to identify the
median employee and any material assumptions,
adjustments or estimates used to identify the
median employee or to determine total compensation or elements of total compensation. If a
company uses a consistently applied compensation measure to determine the median employee,
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it will have to disclose the measure used. If statistical sampling is used, the size of the sample
and the estimated whole population should be
disclosed, as well as material assumptions used in
determining sample size.

Practical Considerations
Timing

understanding of how the company contracts
with and makes payments to independent contractors in different jurisdictions if those workers
are to be included for purposes of determining
the median employee. In addition, it should be
determined whether the gathered information
needs to be adjusted to reflect differences in internal compensation reporting systems in various
jurisdictions.

Public companies will not be required to
include pay ratio disclosures in their proxy statements for the next two proxy seasons—pay ratio
disclosure will not be required until the 2018
proxy season at the earliest. Meanwhile, there
may be litigation or legislative responses challenging the SEC’s pay ratio rule. These responses
may echo points raised by the two dissenting
SEC commissioners at, and subsequent to, the
meeting at which the final pay ratio disclosure
rule was approved. However, public companies
should assume that they will have to comply with
this final rule and begin preparations in the near
future to be able to provide the pay ratio disclosure on a timely basis.

Filed, Not Furnished

Preparation

In order to not be considered an employee
for purposes of the pay ratio disclosure rules, an
independent contractor must be employed by,
and have his or her compensation determined
by, unaffiliated third parties. Companies with
a significant number of independent contractors will need to determine whether each individual is an employee for purposes of the new
rules. Sooner rather than later companies should
begin determining whether an independent contractor is employed by an unaffiliated party and
whether more information is needed to make this
determination.

Companies should recognize that it may take
a significant amount of time to determine the
methodology they will use to calculate and report
their pay ratio disclosure, to coordinate their
reporting systems in various jurisdictions and to
determine the ability to obtain and time involved
to gather necessary information. Companies
should evaluate their payroll and other compensation recordkeeping systems for planning
purposes, develop strategies for compliance and
consider how they will update their disclosure
controls and procedures for pay ratio disclosure.
Employees who have the responsibility to assemble the information to make the disclosure should
be sure they understand what compensation programs the company has, including on a worldwide basis if the company has employees outside
of the United States. This also should include an
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Pay ratio disclosure will be “filed” as opposed
to “furnished.” As a result, it will be subject to
securities law liabilities and the certifications
required of the chief executive officer and the
chief financial officer. Therefore, companies
affected by the rule should use this period before
the compliance date to make sure that they are
in a position to provide pay ratio disclosure with
confidence that the information they include in
their SEC filings will be accurate and in compliance with the rule.

Independent Contractors

Statistical Sampling or All-Employee Data
A company also should determine whether it
would prefer to disclose its pay ratio using statistical sampling or by gathering complete pay data
for all employees, if it has existing systems in place
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that make it more convenient. To the extent a
company plans to use statistical sampling, it may
find it useful to try various sampling methods to
determine which is the most appropriate, given
the company’s specific facts and circumstances. It
is important to use a sampling measure that can
be justified and supported with a methodology
that can be repeated.

Non-U.S. Privacy Law Exemption
If a company with employees outside the
United States determines that there is a foreign
data privacy law that would be violated by complying with the SEC’s pay ratio disclosure rule,
it will need to take the steps necessary to use, or
seek an exemption to or other relief from such
foreign law. If the company is unable to qualify
for an exemption, or receive a waiver, it will need
to obtain an opinion of counsel from the foreign
jurisdiction in order to rely on the exemption for
pay ratio disclosure provided by the final rule.
Because these measures are likely to be timeconsuming, companies with an employee population outside of the United States should begin
reviewing the applicable data privacy laws and
regulations to ascertain whether there are any
conflicts with the SEC rule and, if so, to determine the process they will need to follow to satisfy
the SEC’s foreign data privacy law exemption.

De Minimis Foreign Employee Exemption
Companies with employees in multiple jurisdictions outside of the United States should identify the jurisdictions in which 5 percent or less
of their total employee population is located to
determine which jurisdictions, if any, they plan
to exclude using the de minimis foreign employee
exemption. Because all employees in a foreign
jurisdiction must be excluded if any are excluded,
and because employees excluded due to the privacy exemption count toward the 5 percent
threshold for the de minimis exemption, companies in this situation may want to balance the
relative difficulties of gathering the information
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with respect to employees in such jurisdictions
to determine how best to apply the exemption,
if at all.

Cost-of-Living Adjustment
Companies should explore whether they want
to apply cost-of-living adjustments to identify
their median employee and to determine such
employee’s annual compensation. Presumably,
a company only will present a pay ratio with a
cost-of-living adjustment if it shows a lower ratio,
which may be helpful in supporting a company’s
say-on-pay proposal. However, in order to use a
cost-of-living adjustment for the pay ratio, the
company also must give non-adjusted numbers. It
is likely that people who view pay ratio disclosure
as a means to achieve pay equity, and journalists
who seek a more dramatic story, will focus on the
unadjusted number even when the adjusted ratio
is presented. Therefore, part of the assessment
may be whether it is worth the time and effort
to calculate pay ratio on both a cost-of-living
adjusted and a non-adjusted basis.

Privacy Issues
While gathering the necessary data for the
pay ratio disclosure, companies should review
all applicable privacy laws and regulations, even
when the privacy exemption does not apply. For
example, while the company must identify a specific employee as its median employee, it must be
careful when preparing its narrative disclosure
not to violate any privacy laws and provide information that will identify the individual whose
compensation data is being presented.
A privacy quandary can arise where a company uses a cost-of-living adjustment that
results in the median employee being from
a jurisdiction where the company has a very
small number of employees. When a company uses a cost-of-living adjustment, the pay
ratio rule requires the company to disclose the
median employee’s jurisdiction if that employee
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resides in a jurisdiction other than the chief
executive officer’s jurisdiction. Yet, companies
are not supposed to provide information that
could identify the specific individual who is
the median employee. If this situation arises,
a company should consider carefully the pay
ratio disclosure before it is made.

Early Adoption
To date, a small number of companies have
provided some pay ratio disclosure in their
proxy statements. Companies that are considering being early adopters of pay ratio disclosure
or that would like to get a sense of how some
companies have addressed this disclosure may
want to review these examples. However, such
disclosures are contained in proxy statements
that were prepared before the final pay ratio
disclosure rules were adopted. Therefore, they
should be reviewed more for background and
style and not as precedents for compliance with
the new requirements.

Additional Narrative Explanations
Companies should consider whether, in addition to required disclosures, they want to provide
additional narrative explanations. The narrative
portion of the pay ratio disclosure may be sensitive. Therefore, it may be worthwhile to spend
time drafting and reviewing possible disclosure
even though pay ratio disclosure will not be
required before the 2018 proxy season.

Selecting a Benchmark Date
The final rule gives companies the flexibility
to select a date within the last three months of
the fiscal year as of which the median employee
will be determined. Companies might find it productive to assess fluctuations in the number and
nature of their employee population during the
last three months of 2015 and 2016 to determine
if there is a specific timing that makes the most
sense for their company.
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Disclosure Controls and Procedures
Companies will need to update their disclosure controls and procedures to take into account
the pay ratio disclosure rule. For example, the
final rule permits companies to identify the
median employee only once every three years, but
only if there has not been a change in employee
population or employee compensation arrangements that would significantly change the pay
ratio disclosure. To retain the flexibility of relying on the identification of the median employee
in a previous year, companies should develop
a procedure to assess whether or not any such
change has occurred. Similarly, it would be useful to have a procedure to provide prompt notice
to the disclosure team if the median employee’s
compensation has changed to reflect a promotion
or if that individual is no longer employed by the
company.

Alerting the Compensation Committee
Even though the SEC has provided a relatively
long lead time for compliance with pay ratio disclosure, it is important to update compensation
committees on the final rule so that committee
members can reflect on what impact, if any, the
rule might have on their companies.

Employee Morale Implications
Companies also should consider the practical
impact of pay ratio disclosure on its employee
population. While employees as a group may
share a general interest in the ratio of the chief
executive officer’s pay to the median employee,
many employees may react to the pay ratio disclosure more personally, wanting to know why
their compensation is in the bottom half or why
their compensation is only in the middle of the
compensation spectrum. Therefore, in addition
to planning for public pay ratio disclosure, companies may want to begin planning on how they
will handle internal employee communications
on this subject.
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Conclusion
The SEC has complied with its Dodd-Frank
mandate by adopting a final pay ratio disclosure rule. Although there may be challenges to
the rule, public companies should be operating
under the assumption that pay ratio disclosure is
becoming part of the SEC reporting landscape.
The SEC has provided a relatively long transition period before pay ratio disclosure will be
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required. However, there is a lot that companies
should begin doing in the meantime to prepare.
Public companies should be using this time
wisely so that they will be in a position to comply
with this new rule by the time they are required
to do so.

Note
1.

Available at http://www.sec.gov/rules/final/2015/33-9877.pdf.
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